We needed to know whether plasma
from individuals who have recuperated
from COVID-19 is a viable treatment
for individuals with COVID-19 and
whether this treatment brings on any
undesirable impacts
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Climate Change
Impact On
Water Quantity,
Quality In
Pakistan

Gas Production In Pakistan Declines
By 6% During Last Fiscal Year
Gas Production in Pakistan
has declined by over 6 percent to 2,006 MMCFD in
2020-21 from 2,138 MMCFD
during 2019-20, whereas during the same period, its consumption has increased by
over 5 percent, reaching
3,884 MMCFD from 3,683
MMCFD.
The production of indigenous gas has declined by
over 6 percent to 2,006
MMCFD in 2020-21 from
2,138 MMCFD during 201920, whereas during the same
period, its consumption has
increased by over 5 percent,
reaching 3,884 MMCFD from
3,683 MMCFD.
Gas Production in Pakistan
, However, despite the
reduction in indigenous gas
production, gas utility companies expanded their transmission and distribution net-

works to cater to the
demand of their new consumers. Sui Northern Gas
Pipelines Limited (SNGPL)
and Sui Southern Gas
Company Limited (SSGCL)
have extended their transmission network by 37 km
and 17 km, respectively, during FY 2020-21. Similarly,
SNGPL extended its distribution network by 7,141 km
and SSGCL by 929 km during
the same period, said
OGRA’s
State
of
the
Regulated
Petroleum
Industry report 2020-21.
The country has a huge
network of 13,768 km of
transmission and 191,478 km
of distribution gas pipelines
providing natural gas to
domestic,
industrial, commercial,
and
transport
sectors.
SNGPL
has
connected

A

Hepatitis C: Its
Epidemiology, Risk
Factors And
Control Strategies

Tehzeeb Asghar
epatitis viruses are
classified as hepatitis
A, B, C, D and E
virus. All of these have different causative agent and route
if transmission. In the era of
modern science where scientist are successfully
defeating so many life
threatening diseases but
still there are some contagious disease are there
causing illness in humans
that may lead to serious
damage.
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371,618 new consumers during
FY
2020-21,Gas
Production in Pakistan ,
reaching 7.41 million total
consumers on its network.
Whereas, SSGCL has added
95,436 new connections
making a total of 3.21 million consumers on its network.
Overall, there were 10.62
million natural gas consumers in the country by the
end of the financial year
2020-21. Natural gas supply
during the year was 4,172
MMCFD compared to 4,050
MMCFD last year.
Out of total gas supplies,
1,153 MMCFD, as against
1,057 MMCFD last year, was
supplied
by
the
gas
fields/producers directly to
their consumers and the
remaining through gas util
tycompanies

New Technology To Ease Drinking Water
Shortage In Flood Affected Areas

Engr. Asif Ali
fter seeing the current situation of sudden climate change
pattern there should be a specific connection of climate
and water resources ministry.
Climate mainly depends
upon two factors. First temperature and other rainfall
events. Climate in hot summer effects the quantity of
water in Sea, rivers , lakes
and surface water bodies and
also had adverse effect on
groundwater that will be
explained later. In Pakistan
Water exist in three form
such as ground water, surface water and rainfall water
that occurs due to hydrological phenomenon. Water play
an important role in hydrological cycle phenomenon
and in economic growth of
the country.
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Chinese, Pakistani Universities
To Build Research Center On
Food Security, Plant Biotech

Plasma From
People Who Have
Recovered From
COVID-19 To
Treat Individuals
With COVID-19

o Elated Was The
N o r m a l l y
Undemonstrative Dr
Norman Heatley When He
Left The Lab At 3:45am That
He Burst Into Song, Sulphur
Drugs
As the scientist rode his
bicycle through the ancient
streets of Oxford he was
stopped by a member of the
Home Guard, whom he had
to persuade of his sobriety
before continuing on his way.
It was 26 May 1940: the UK’s
position had never been so
precarious, its army stranded
on the beach at Dunkirk
under German assault.
Sulphur Drugs
The following morning,
Heatley returned to the Dunn
School of Pathology in
Oxford to meet his colleagues and report the stunning results behind his ebullience. Four mice carrying a
bacterial infection treated
with a new drug the scientists had been testing had
survived, while the untreated
mice had died.
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The new Technology to ease
drinking water shortage, Experts
urged government and philanthropists to invest in cost-effective floodwater purification filters
developed by the Pakistan
Council of Research in Water
Resources (PCRWR) that were
based on modern technical equipment and helpful in mitigating
water shortage and health issues
due to stagnant water in flood
affected areas.
The PCRWR, in the wake of
unprecedented torrential rains

that inundated one-third of the
country, had built most modern
water purification plants that
were portable and easy to operate
and maintain systems sufficient
to meet drinking water needs of a
limited population in a union
council. Technology to ease
drinking water ,The Council
through its reg ional offices had
provided few filtration plants in
Balochistan and Sindh to utilise
the floodwater for drinking and
domestic purposes.The water filtration plants were based on solar

power and manual mechanism
based on the area needs and population capacity to handle the
equipment.
The solar water purification filter had a solar panel plate of
almost 280watts used to provide
power to run the suction machine
to supply flood water to the purification filters that used to capture
turbidity, mud, microbes and bacteria, a PCRWR official told APP
while sharing cost effective and
local solutions to provide instant
and maximum relief to the flood
impacted masses. However, the
purification plant had three main
filters of varying capacity to
remove bacterium and contaminants from the floodwater
through three prong cleansing, he
added. The solar-based filter
could purify 1,500 litres of floodwater per hour. However, technology to ease drinking water, the
manual filter as compared to the
solar based only had a PLP wheel
and a handle attached to it for
drawing water into the filters
whereas the rest of the technology was the same...Read More

A Chinese research university
and a Pakistani university are to
jointly build a research centre
on food security and plant
biotech , as per Dr Wang
Depeng, professor at the College
of Life Science of Linyi
University.
The research centre is part of
the
Memorandum
of
Understanding (MoU) to be
signed between Linyi University
and Pakistan’s Abdul Wali Khan
University, Dr Wang said in an
interview with China Economic
Net (CEN). Under the MoU, the
research centre and laboratories
which will be established at
Linyi University will focus on
the disciplines of biotechnology,
agronomy and food sciences.
plant biotech, Both sides will
also recruit researchers from
respective universities to work
in the research centre and supervise student researchers, says
the agreement.

plant biotech, Two joint
research groups will be formed,
states the MoU, to conduct
research of mutual interests and
a joint training programme of
MPhil and PhD students will
also be offered. In recent years,
a growing number of Chinese
and Pakistani researchers have
jointly conducted research projects to mitigate the effects of
worsening climate change. Last
year,
Dr Wang together with
Pakistani and Turkish scientists
published four English monographs on climate-smart agriculture and climate-resilient crops
as the world is struggling to
maintain and increase agriculture production.
“Recently, I have introduced
two Pakistani professors to
Chinese universities,” Dr Wang
said, adding that more such
cooperation is also in the
pipeline.

DIG Signs Agreement With
Vas Global Drone Specialist
In order to further improvement, to activate the Safe City
Project, Deputy Inspector
General
Police
Shaheed
Benazirabad Irfan Baloch has
signed an agreement with UAS
Global Drone Specialist.
In order to further improvement, to activate the Safe City
Project, Deputy Inspector
General
Police
Shaheed
Benazirabad Irfan Baloch has
signed an agreement with UAS
Global Drone Specialist., Under
the project objective was sup-

ply and training of Drone camera operation of the project
team. On the supply of Drone
camera by Chief Executive
Officer of UAS Global Rafay
Shaikh and his team was commended by DIG Irfan Baloch.
Global Drone Specialist,
Later the police team who
received drone technology
training were awarded training
certificates by DIG and he said
that Drone technology would
help
control
the
crime
situation.

Net Metering To Enhance Generation Of
Renewable Energy In Pakistan
The net metering will enhance
the generation of renewable energy in Pakistan as well as mitigate
the effects of climate change,
WealthPK reported.
According to experts, net metering encourages power consumers
to shift from traditional energy
sources to solarenergy in Pakistan
The unprecedented hike in power
tariffs has compelled people to
shift to solar energy sources to
meet their needs. The households
that have installed solar panels can
sell their surplus electricity to the
grid in the form of net metering to
save money. Currently, the contribution of renewable energy to the
generation of electricity is quite
low. However, the contribution of
renewable energy to the generation of electricity increased from
2.4% to 3.02% during the first 10
months of the previous financial
year, according to Pakistan

Economic
Survey
2021-22.
Muhammad Badar Alam, the chief
executive of the Policy Research
Institute
for
Equitable
Development (PRIED), told
WealthPK that there is a huge
potential for renewable energy in
Pakistan. He said that a number of
countries began net metering prac-

tices in recent years. However,
Pakistani power consumers and
distributors faced a number of
challenges in adopting that technology, he added. Badar Alam said
that the traditional bureaucratic
red tape is one of the biggest obstacles faced by the Pakistani power
consumers. “The net metering

process is likely to require a lot of
special equipment. This will not
only cost consumers a lot of
money but also requires processes
and procedures that are very challenging for everyone. It can sometimes take months for an ordinary
consumer to complete these procedures. People are definitely discouraged by this type of behaviour,” he added. Naila Saleh, the
project manager of Agora
Energiewende and technical advisor at PRIED, said that the overall
energy prices increased significantly during the last couple of
years. Pakistan added a large
amount of electricity capacity that
resulted in an increase in the payments. She said that the second
reason for the increase in energy
prices globally is the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine.
The months-long conflict between
Russia and Ukraine has affected

supply of oil and gas to different
countries. “Pakistan can resolve
the issue of capacity payments by
decentralising the actors through
the net metering system,” Naila
Saleh said. She said that the issue
of transmission and distribution
losses also needs to be addressed.
“This is one of the most significant
factors that contribute to the
increase in power costs and circular debt. These losses can be
reduced through the net metering
system,” she added.She said that
another important feature of the
net metering system is it could be
used to minimise the effects of climate change.
“The overall case for net metering
in the power sector is very strong,
logical and compelling. The net
metering technology will reduce
energy costs, which will have a positive impact on the national economy,” she said...Read More

PAKISTAN
Agri Scientists Urged For
Tangible Solution To Revamp
Agriculture Sector

The agricultural scientists should make concrete efforts and
develop tangible solutions to revamp agriculture sector amid flood
devastation in the country.
The agricultural scientists should make concrete efforts and
develop tangible solutions to revamp agriculture sector amid flood
devastation in the country., The agricultural scientists should make
concrete efforts and develop tangible solutions to revamp agriculture sector amid flood devastation in the country. This was stated
online by Vice Chancellor (VC) University of Agriculture
Faisalabad (UAF) Prof Dr Iqrar Ahmad Khan, while addressing a
colloquium for newly inducted faculty for capacity sharing with
colleagues and UAF management. He said that strong research
work was a way forward to address different challenges being
faced by the country. He urged the banking sector to increase loan
funding for agriculture sector so as to overcome financial constraints of the farmers.
The VC UAF said that farming community was eyeing on UAF for
rehabilitation of agriculture sector. Unprecedented floods this year
had wreaked havoc not only with human beings and livestock but
also affected agriculture sector badly. Therefore, the agri scientists
should accelerate their efforts for early rehabilitation of agriculture and livestock sectors in flood-hit areas, he added. Pro-Vice
Chancellor Prof Dr Ansas Sarwar Qureshi, Director ORIC Dr Zahir
Ahmad Zahir, acting Dean Agriculture Dr Jalal Arif, deans Dr
Masood Sadiq Butt, Dr Sarfraz Hassan, Dr Qamar Bilal, Dr Tariq
Javaid, Dr Muhammad Irshad; Dr Haq Nawaz, Dr Abdul Rasheed
and others spoke on the occasion.

Hydrogen The Missing Link To
A Climate-Safe And
Sustainable Energy Future:
Chairman NEPRA

Hydrogen the Missing Link to a Climate-Safe , sustainable, reliable, and affordable energy future for Pakistan,
The National Electric and Power Regulation Authority (NEPRA)
held a webinar today, titled “Power from Hydrogen” at NEPRA
Headquarters. The webinar was presided over by Chairman
NEPRA, Mr. Tauseef H. Farooqui, and Member NEPRA, Engr.
Maqsood Anwar Khan, and attended by a large number of NEPRA
professionals, power sector stakeholders, members of the academia, and others. Hydrogen the Missing Link , The main objective
was to create awareness amongst the participants about the use of
hydrogen as a fuel for power generation and the progress made so
far while moving towards zero emissions, storage and safety
issues, and other important aspects. Chairman NEPRA, In his
opening remarks, highlighted that rapid growth of the global
hydrogen economy can bring significant geo-economic and geopolitical shifts giving rise to a wave of new interdependencies.
Hydrogen the Missing Link , Hydrogen could prove to be a missing
link to a climate-safe, sustainable, reliable, and affordable energy
future. Chairman NEPRA also stressed the need to tap into this
potential and plan for a gradual transition. International Hydrogen
System Analysts and Resource Persons, Mr. Evan Reznicek, from
M/s NREL and Mr. Louis Strydom from M/s Wartsila, also made
detailed presentations highlighting the major aspects of hydrogenbased fuels, power generation from hydrogen, its storage, and safety concerns.

CJP Terms Rule Of Law Vital
For Country’s Development
Chief Justice of Pakistan Justice Umar Ata Bandial says the
vision for a prosperous and progressive Pakistan is based on rule
of law and supremacy of the constitution.
Addressing the concluding session of the 9th international judicial
conference in Islamabad on Saturday, he said rule of law can be
achieved, if courts are made equally accessible to people of Pakistan
irrespective of their gender, religion, race or economic status. CJP
said legislature and the judiciary should develop ADR facilities for
expeditious dispensation of justice. CJP said the judiciary should
make extensive use of technology to streamline the litigation. He
also urged stakeholders in criminal justice system to improve their
coordination to secure a society with lesser crime. He said the court
is committed to playing its part in helping to build Pakistan, which
is equal for all. However, it can only be accomplished if all the institutions and people have regard for the constitution. The Chief
Justice said that the court is also committed to protecting the marginalized groups of the society. He said the legislature and executive
must also create the legal frame and implement the decisions of the
court. Highlighting the key recommendations made in the conference, he said Alternative Dispute Resolution can play a crucial role
in ensuring speedy dispensation of justice to the people. He said
there is need to develop ADR facilities and courts and advocates
should encourage litigants for using it. The Chief Justice said superior court should adopt a pro-enforcement approach in relation to
foreign arbitral awards to boost foreign investment in the country.
Talking about the role of technology, he said the court is extensively deciding matters via video link and over three thousand matters
were decided through video link. Justice Umar Ata Bandial said
National Judicial Automation Unit will be established to develop
national online dashboard for creating integrated information system for all courts in the country...Read More
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Call For Awareness On Cervical Cancer

Call for awareness on cervical cancer, Awareness of
Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
and cervical cancer is imperative to reduce the risk of
fatality of cancer in Pakistan.
The screening of papillomavirus is the secondary prophylaxis against cervical cancer.
Awareness
of
Human
Papillomavirus (HPV) and
cervical cancer is imperative
to reduce the risk of fatality
of cancer in Pakistan. The
screening of papillomavirus
is the secondary prophylaxis
against cervical cancer. Call
for awareness on cervical
cancer, Director of University
Clinic, Tuebingen (UKT),
Germany, Dr Thomas Iftner
expressed these views on

Experts Call For
On-Site Data
Entry During
Covid-19
Vaccination Of
Children
Covid-19 vaccination of children, As the government started vaccinating children aged
five to 11 years against Covid19, the health experts fear that
there is a strong possibility
that some children might get
two doses in less than 21 days,
the minimum time required for
the administration of second
dose.
Though, according to the
experts, it makes no adverse
effect on the children’s health
or the efficacy of the vaccine,
they believe that an on-site
data entry system and finger
marking should be introduced
to avoid administration of two
doses to the children and to
follow the standard operating
procedure (SOP) which is in
practice all over the world.
Stating that it is better to have
two doses instead of having
none, the experts now suggest
that those children who have
already been inoculated twice
should consider that they have
got two doses and they should
now go for the booster dose
after six months. The government started vaccination of the
children aged between five and
11 years on September 19 in
selected districts of Punjab,
Sindh and Islamabad, and for
that purpose it has constituted
teams for visiting houses,
schools and public places. It
has been decided that children
will be vaccinated with two
doses of the vaccine with an
interval of 21 to 56 days.

Covid-19 vaccination of children, The vaccinators have
been visiting communities,
schools, religious seminaries
and the facility is provided at
mass vaccination centres to
cater to maximum number of
children. However, to avoid
chances of refusals and
increase the acceptance level
of vaccination it has been
decided that the vaccine will
be administered after taking
consent
from
parents.
Although consent forms are
mandatory for vaccination, it
has been observed that some
parents allowed vaccination of
their children at their homes
despite the fact that they had
already sent consent forms to
schools.
Covid-19 vaccination of children ,A senior official of the
Ministry of National Health
Services (NHS), requesting not
to be quoted, said that teams
of vaccinators were visiting a
number of places due to which
there was strong possibility
that some children would be
vaccinated twice. “Parents get
their children vaccinated at the
mass vaccination centres and
then children can be vaccinated again at schools because
usually in educational institutions students are vaccinated
and data entry is done in the
evening. Similarly, a child can
be vaccinated twice by union
council teams and at schools.
Five and six years old children
cannot tell they have been
already vaccinated,” he said.

Friday while delivering a lecture in the scientific sessions
of
the
three-day
IPVS
Symposium
on
Satellite
“Human Papillomavirus and
Cervical Cancer,” held at the
International
Centre
for
Chemical and Biological
Sciences (ICCBS), University
of Karachi.
He said that scientists from
as many as 14 countries are
participating in the international symposium, organised
by Dr Panjwani Centre for
Molecular Medicine and Drug
Research (PCMD). Call for
awareness on cervical cancer,
Names of the participating
countries included Germany,
Belgium, USA, UK, Iran,
Sweden, Indonesia, China,
Cameron, Greece, Jordan,

Nepal,
Kazakhstan,
and
Sudan. The German expert
underlined the importance of

Dengue Outbreak
Expected In 10 Major
Cities: Met Office

Dengue outbreak in 10 cities,
Pakistan
Meteorological
Department (PMD) has warned
of the likelihood of a dengue
outbreak in 10 major cities and
flood-hit areas due to the climatic conditions in the postmonsoon season.
Dengue outbreak is expected
in 10 major cities. Pakistan
Meteorological Department
(PMD) has warned of the likelihood of a dengue outbreak in
10 major cities and flood-hit
areas due to the climatic conditions in the post-monsoon season. As per the PMD,, the
atmospheric variables are providing ideal conditions for the
multiplication of mosquitoes
and consequently a spread of
vector-borne diseases as seen
in the past data analysis and
climate outlook. “Based on the
analysis, the environment has
become conducive for dengue
outbreak next month, particularly in ten major cities, including Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar,
Rawalpindi,
Islamabad,
Hyderabad,
Faisalabad,
Sialkot, Larkana and Multan
besides flood-ravaged areas,

the meteorological department
said in the alert issued on
Friday.
Dengue fever strengthened
its roots and affected people
over the last ten years in the
country and the phenomenon
occurs especially during the
post-monsoon season starting
from
September
20
to
December 05 if the conditions
are favourable. Dengue outbreak in 10 cities, The dengue
thrives at 26-29°C temperature
and 60% humidity in addition to
the rainfall remains more than
27mm with a maximum time
lag period of 3 weeks,” stated
the PMD advisory. The active
period for dengue attacks is
two hours after sunrise and
two hours before sunset and
the breeding stops once the
temperature falls below 16°C,
the alert said.The PMD advised
stakeholders to take preemptive measures against the
dengue outbreak in the districts and added that the
national health agencies and
dengue control centres should
keep themselves updated on
the PMD website.

launching massive awareness
programmes for the education of the Pakistani people

Typhoid
Vaccination
Planned In
Batkhela,
Malakand From
October 3
Typhoid Vaccination, The
provincial Health Department
has announced to launch vaccination
campaign
against
typhoid in various areas of
Batkhela and Malakand.
Coordinator
Expanded
Program for Immunization
Malakand, Dr. Murad Ali told the
media on Friday that cases of
typhoid were surging in urban
areas. Typhoid Vaccination, He
said that vaccination against
typhoid had been planned keeping in view that seventy percent
cases could not be cured and
resistant
to
antibiotics.
Coordinator Expanded Program
for Immunization Malakand, Dr.
Murad Ali told the media on
Friday that cases of typhoid
were surging in urban areas.
Typhoid Vaccination, He said

that vaccination against typhoid
had been planned keeping in
view that seventy percent cases
could not be cured and resistant
to
antibiotics.Typhoid
Vaccination, He told that immunization campaign would be
launched in three union councils of Batkhela and later vaccine would be included in preventive vaccination program. He
also urged the parents to cooperate with health staff and vaccinate their children against
typhoid.

Anti-Polio Drive To Begin On
September 26 In Balochistan

A seven-day anti-polio drive will
kick off in five districts of
Balochistan on September 26
(Monday) during which 0.885 million children till the age of five
will be vaccinated.
“The anti polio campaign will be
launched in all union councils of
Quetta, Pishin, Chaman and Qilla
Abdullah districts while drive
against the crippling virus will
cover children in eight union
councils of Zhob district,”
Coordinator of Balochistan
Emergency Operation Centre
(EOC) Hamidullah Nasar said on
Friday. The representatives of
UNICEF, WHO and BMGF were
also present on the occasion.
Talking to the media persons

here, the EOC coordinator said all
arrangements had been finalized
to launch the campaign in the
high-risk areas of the province.
Anti-polio Drive , “Around 3,680
teams have been constituted who
will administer polio drops to the
children till the age of five,” he
added. It may be mentioned here
that no case of polio virus has
been reported in Balochistan for
the last 17 months. However, the
EOC Coordinator feared “the
presence of polio virus in other
areas of the country and in
Afghanistan is a huge challenge
for the province of Balochistan.
He called upon the parents to
cooperate with the polio workers
during the polio prevention cam-

paign. “Due to the unflinching
support from all segments of the
society, the spread of polio virus
has effectively been controlled,”
he said. He termed the role of the
religious scholars imperative for
complete eradication of polio
from the country. It may be
recalled that as many as 19 polio
cases have been reported in
Pakistan this year. Regarding the
security of the polio teams, Mr
Hameedullah Nasar said foolproof security would be provided
to them. Anti-polio Drive , “The
law enforcement agencies,
including
Frontier
Corps,
Balochistan Levies, and Police
will be deployed to ensure security to the visiting polio teams.”
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The doctor has been taught
to be interested not in health
but in disease. What the public
is taught is that health is the
cure for disease.
--Ashley Montagu

British-American anthropologist
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All members in the examinations were
alive toward the finish of development, yet not
all had been released from the emergency
clinic. Follow-up changed from 3 to 37 days
after treatment with gaining strength plasma
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Plasma From People Who Have Recovered From
COVID-19 To Treat Individuals With COVID-19
e needed to
k n o w
whether
plasma from
individuals
who
have
recuperated from COVID-19 is a
viable treatment for individuals with
COVID-19 and whether this treatment brings on any undesirable
impacts.
Plasma Coronavirus (COVID19) is an exceptionally irresistible respiratory sickness
brought about by another strain
of the infection. The flare-up has
spread quickly on a worldwide
scale. Individuals contaminated
with this infection may not give
indications of the illness, others
may create manifestations,
including fever, hack, brevity of
breath, and sore throat. In certain individuals the disease is
increasingly serious and can
cause extreme breathing challenges, prompting hospitalization, admission to escalated
care, or passing. Right now, no
immunization or explicit treatment is accessible.
Individuals
who
have
recouped from COVID-19 create
characteristic resistances to the
sickness in their blood (antibodies). Antibodies are found in part
of the blood called plasma.
Plasma from blood gave from
recuperated patients, which contains COVID-19 antibodies, can
be utilized to make two arrangements. Right off the bat, recovering plasma, which is plasma that
contains these antibodies. Also,
hyperimmune immunoglobulin,

W

which is increasingly focused,
and along these lines contains
more
antibodies.
Gaining
strength plasma and hyperimmune immunoglobulin have
been utilized effectively to treat
other respiratory infections.
These medicines (given by a
dribble or infusion) are commonly all around endured, yet
undesirable impacts can happen.
interesting reading: Things to
keep in mind while looking for a
best
School
Management
Software What did we need to
discover? We needed to know
whether plasma from individuals
who have recuperated from
COVID-19 is a viable treatment
for individuals with COVID-19
and whether this treatment
brings on any undesirable
impacts.Our techniques
We scanned significant clinical
databases for clinical investigations on treatment with gaining
strength plasma or hyper
immune immunoglobulin for
individuals with COVID-19.
Studies could be led anyplace on
the planet and incorporate members of all ages, sex, or ethnicity,
with gentle, moderate, or serious
COVID-19.
COVID-19 is spreading quickly,
so we expected to respond to
this inquiry rapidly. This implied
we abbreviated a few stages of
the ordinary Cochrane Audit
process – just one survey creator
removed information from contemplates and evaluated study
quality; typically two audit creators would do this. ey outcomes
We included eight finished

investigations, with 32 members
who got gaining strength plasma. None of the examinations
arbitrarily allotted members to
various medicines (randomized

help included oxygen treatment,
mechanical ventilation, and the
requirement for an extraordinary machine that oxygenates
the blood. Each of the six inves-

preliminaries produce the best
proof). None of the examinations incorporated a gathering of
individuals who didn’t get recovering plasma, as a correlation
gathering.
interesting reading: Asiatic
Cheetah conservation challenges
All members in the examinations were alive toward the finish of development, yet not all
had been released from the
emergency clinic. Follow-up
changed from 3 to 37 days after
treatment with gaining strength
plasma.
Six investigations utilized the
degree of breathing help that
members required as a proportion of recuperation. Breathing

tigations
detailed
clinical
improvement in probably a portion of their members, however
it stays questionable whether
this improvement was identified
with gaining strength plasma,
another treatment, or the regular
movement of the malady. Six
investigations announced opportunity to release from medical
clinic for a portion of their members, every one of whom got
recuperating plasma. An opportunity to release went from 4 to
35 days after improving plasma
treatment. Six investigations
included members with serious
COVID-19. Most had improved at
the last development, yet this
improvement may have been
because of another treatment,

the characteristic movement of
the sickness, or gaining strength
plasma treatment.
Two members announced
undesirable impacts identified
with recovering plasma. One
member built up a fever, and a
subsequent member experienced
anaphylactic
stun
(extreme unfavorably susceptible response) right off the bat in
the transfusion.
Assurance of the evidence
Our sureness (trust) in the
proof was restricted in light of
the fact that the examinations
were not randomized and didn’t
utilize solid strategies to gauge
their outcomes. Moreover, they
had just few members, who got
different medicines close by
gaining strength plasma, and
some had basic medical issues.
Conclusion
We are extremely unsure
whether plasma from individuals
who have recuperated from
COVID-19 is a successful treatment for individuals with
COVID-19. The finished investigations we discovered were low
quality and their outcomes could
be identified with the regular
movement of the illness, different medicines that the members
got, or to gaining strength plasma. Notwithstanding, our quests
discovered 48 continuous examinations: 47 assessing gaining
strength plasma and 1 assessing
hyperimmune immunoglobulin,
of which 22 are randomized. We
will refresh this audit with their
outcomes when these examinations are finished.

The Nazis, of course, wanted antibacterial agents to enhance their ability in
warfare. In 1942 they initiated trials to
test sulphur drugs against gangrene, a
common bacterial cause of death in war

Sulphur Drugs Testing By Nazis Reminds That Science Must Be Ethical
o Elated Was The
N o r m a l l y
Undemonstrative Dr
Norman
Heatley
When He Left The
Lab At 3:45am That
He Burst Into Song, Sulphur Drugs
As the scientist rode his bicycle through the ancient streets of
Oxford he was stopped by a
member of the Home Guard,
whom he had to persuade of his
sobriety before continuing on
his way. It was 26 May 1940: the
UK’s position had never been so
precarious, its army stranded on
the beach at Dunkirk under
German assault. Sulphur Drugs
The
following
morning,
Heatley returned to the Dunn
School of Pathology in Oxford to
meet his colleagues and report
the stunning results behind his
ebullience. Four mice carrying a
bacterial infection treated with a
new drug the scientists had been
testing had survived, while the
untreated mice had died. The
discovery of penicillin is a quintessential story of English
improvisation and grit. So much
so, that when the Nobel committee of 1945 selected the winners
of the prize for physiology or
medicine, Heatley, the discovery’s leading Englishman, was
overlooked. The accolades were
instead divided between a
Scotsman, an Australian and a
German refugee.
The Scotsman, Alexander
Fleming, was born in Ayrshire in
1881 but moved to London to
study medicine. It was there, at
St Mary’s Hospital in 1928, that
he discovered penicillin. An element of luck was involved; he’d
left the lid off a bacterial culturedish he’d been working with
before leaving on holiday. When

S

he returned he found a fungus
had landed on the dish and lysed
the bacteria in its proximity.
Fleming had been seeking antibacterial agents for years and
was quick to investigate precisely how the fungus killed bacteria. But lacking the chemical
skills needed to elucidate the

more forthcoming, Chain once
railed: “It would all be different
if only I played cricket.” Chain
was an irascible and difficult
man. Heatley struggled to get
along with him as they worked
together to characterise penicillin. “We were temperamentally incompatible,” said the mild-

antibiotic, he abandoned the
work. Sulphur Drugs
interesting reading: Satellogic
to launch 68 satellites with
SpaceX
It was revived by Ernst Chain,
a Jewish man who had fled
Germany immediately following
Hitler’s assumption of power in
1933 and now worked at
Australian pathologist Howard
Florey’s lab in Oxford. Chain
was shunted between universities before the pivotal move to
Oxford. Having endured the
worst horrors of anti-Semitism
in Germany – his mother and sister both died in concentration
camps – he was perpetually
wary of discrimination in Britain
too. Furious with the British scientific authorities that financial
support for his research wasn’t

mannered Englishman, who
never once complained about
being overlooked for the Nobel
Prize.
Florey, according to one biographer, was “a rough, tough
Australian. Completely uncompromising, rather prickly, very
energetic and tense as a coiled
spring.” But he was able to read
people and build a brilliant team.
Florey came to Oxford as a
Rhodes Scholar in 1921 and
returned after working elsewhere in 1935, bringing Chain
and Heatley into his team, and
first working on other antibacterial agents before turning to
penicillin in the late 1930s, as
war loomed in Europe. Sulphur
Drugs
The cell biologist Henry
Harris, who succeeded Florey as

head of the Dunn School, succinctly summarised the respective standing of the penicillin
team: “Without Fleming no
Florey or Chain, without Chain
no Florey, without Florey, no
Heatley, without Heatley, no
penicillin.”
Having shown mice could be
cured, Florey sought terminally
ill individuals who, once the
risks had been explained to
them, would help demonstrate
penicillin was harmless to people. A woman with terminal cancer survived taking it, albeit with
a fever linked to impurities that
had to be removed before he
could treat the first patient,
police
constable
Albert
Alexander.
According to popular legend,
Alexander received a cut while
pruning his roses, which caused
bacterial sepsis. But his daughter, Sheila, whom I spoke to a
few
years
ago,
recalls
Alexander’s illness starting with
a minor wound acquired while
seconded to Southampton during the Blitz in December 1940.
Whatever the cause, he was
close to death by the time he was
treated. Multiple doses were
needed as the original formulation of penicillin was rapidly
cleared by the body in urine. In
spite of this, the patient’s recovery was remarkable, although,
tragically, the drug eventually
ran out, and he relapsed and
died. Sulphur Drugs
The temporary reprieve, however, convinced the penicillin
team that a cure was possible, if
only enough of the drug could be
made. Florey and Heatley then
visited the US, where they persuaded several large pharmaceutical companies to scale produc-

tion to levels that, by the end of
the Second World War, were
allowing thousands of Allied soldiers to survive battlefield
wounds.
Meanwhile, German scientists
in the 1930s had been experimenting with selected textile
dyes that revealed antimicrobial
properties.
Bacteriologist
Gerhard Domagk had shown
that one such red dye, Prontosil,
based on sulphur, could kill bacteria. When his daughter
Hildegard, aged six, fell ill with
sepsis having pricked herself
with a needle, Domagk treated
her with Prontosil. She was
cured. This triggered a major
rise in the medical testing of similar sulphur-based dyes. Domagk
was awarded the Nobel Prize for
medicine for his work in 1939,
but was arrested by the Gestapo
for accepting. Germans had
been banned from taking the
prize after Carl von Ossietzky, an
anti-Nazi pacifist, received the
peace prize in 1935. Under
duress, Domagk declined the
prize but was allowed to retrieve
it in 1947.
The Nazis, of course, wanted
antibacterial agents to enhance
their ability in warfare. In 1942
they initiated trials to test sulphur drugs against gangrene, a
common bacterial cause of
death in war. Instead of testing
the drugs on soldiers injured on
the battlefield, or pursuing an
ethical approach through controlled trials, they embarked on
a sickening set of experiments of
unthinkable barbarism. Sulphur
Drugs
In the concentration camp of
Ravensbrück
in
northern
Germany, dozens of female prisoners, mainly Polish women,

dubbed “the rabbits” by their SS
guards, were taken for human
experimentation. Gashes were
slit into their skin, often going
deep into muscle, before gangrene-causing species of bacteria were inoculated. The experimenters would mix soil, sawdust
and shards of broken glass into
the wounds to better mimic battlefield wounds, before sewing
them up and testing the sulphur
drugs. The pain inflicted was
excruciating and many of the
women died.
Some survivors were reused in
other, even more grotesque
experiments. Muscles were
excised from different anatomical sites to see if they could
regenerate. Other prisoners had
arms or legs removed in futile
attempts at whole limb transplantation. Most of those who
did not die of trauma or subsequent infection were shot.
It seems abject cruelty was at
the heart of the mission of the
“doctors from hell” as US journalist Vivien Spitz calls the perpetrators in her book of that
name. Churchill, in his famous
“finest hour” speech, alluded to
the “lights of perverted science”
shone by the Nazis. Even he,
however, was unaware of how
sickening things were to become
in the concentration camps.
Ultimately, the British, with
help from the Americans,
brought penicillin to practical
use in the war by late 1943. The
sulphur drug programme in
Germany failed and infected
Allied troops were able to recover more quickly than their
German counterparts. Winning
the race to produce antibiotics
undoubtedly helped the US and
the UK to win...Read More
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The name Urban flooding is given to Karachi
and Lahore due to unavailability of resources
and bungling polices of policy makers, Pakistan
bureaucracy and politics. So permanent solution
to tackle the climate changes will be resources
management and their constructions

Climate Change Impact On Water
Quantity, Quality In Pakistan
fter seeing the
current situation
of sudden climate
change pattern
there should be a
specific connection of climate and water resources
ministry.
Climate mainly depends upon
two factors. First temperature
and other rainfall events.
Climate in hot summer effects
the quantity of water in Sea,
rivers , lakes and surface water
bodies and also had adverse
effect on groundwater that will
be explained later. In Pakistan
Water exist in three form such as
ground water, surface water and
rainfall water that occurs due to
hydrological
phenomenon.
Water play an important role in
hydrological cycle phenomenon
and in economic growth of the
country. The water need for irrigation purpose in Pakistan is
dependent upon rainfall, surface
water and groundwater. All three
type of water changes its shapes
due to different climate patterns.
Too much temperature also
affects the water availability
through transpiration and evaporation losses. And low temperature in northern area of Pakistan
cause glaciers and land sliding.
Too much rainfall causes urban
flooding due to scarcity of water
resources and their management. So now I describe climate
change effects in Pakistan with
respect to temperature and rainfall and its effect on Pakistan
water availability. Groundwater
and surface water bodies are
dependent upon rainfall and
temperature to control groundwater level in both resources.

A

Tehzeeb Asghar

Water resources management,
designing and operation depend
upon the groundwater availability, rainfall (Climate changes)
and surface water bodies flow
rate and mainly dependent upon
climate of that area. When climate change then different disaster problems occurred like in

the Pakistan and output/control
measures against given task
against different disaster events
with record of climate at different Spatio-temporal scale such
as daily, monthly, weekly, seasonally and yearly. if rainfall pattern is decreasing, water saving
techniques (sprinkler, artificial

mini dams like Simly dam
Islamabad should be constructed to cover rainfall watershed
area.
uring maximum rainfall, It may
be due to the high precipitation
which may leach down maximum salts, high canal flow
which may also dissolve salts

Karachi, Pakistan.
After seeing the current situation of sudden climate changing
pattern there should be a specific connection of climate and
water
resources
ministry.
Annual tasks (construction of
new mini dams to control urban
flooding, temperature scenario
of the region, surface waterbodies capacity, rainfall events with
different intensities) should be
reported by this ministry all over

raining and drip irrigation)
should be applied to control
groundwater quantity and its
depth. Some new amendments
should be made to extract water
through tubewells and their
installation distance and maintenance, to control groundwater
quality and quantity.
If climate change major
resources construction like
Mangla and Tarbella reservoirs
is difficult due to high cost then

through seepage and high temperature which may cause high
rate of reaction in soil that
effects high salts accumulation
in groundwater with time.
According to world mapping
scenario, in 2030 Pakistan will at
critical level of water deficiency
(less than 1000 cubic metres per
person), due to increase in population. But there are no authentic
resources to control flooding
and saving water that is falling

into Arabian Sea with 32 MAF
(Million Acre Feet). About 22
MAF is wasting according to
international policy of water
dropping into sea. Due to
increase of temperature, water is
wasting in hot seasons by evaporation, transpiration, perculation
and during seepage losses from
canals. The name Urban flooding is given to Karachi and
Lahore due to unavailability of
resources and bungling polices
of policy makers, Pakistan
bureaucracy and politics. So permanent solution to tackle the climate changes will be resources
management and their constructions. Climate is also affecting
groundwater quality and quantity as well as level and caused
urban flooding due to lack of
water resources.
Now a days, climate conditions are at its peak position, but
water is wasting.
It was concluded that the
Essay investigates the effect of
meterological
parameter
(Rainfall and Temperature) and
canal discharge on groundwater
quality and water resources. S0,
maximum precipitation and discharge will be obviously
observed in post-monsoon season and the same residual effect
can cause the high sodium (Na)
ratios in groundwater chemistry
during monsoon due to the forerunning season.
High precipitation leaches
down the maximum salts but
high canal discharge dissolve the
salts through high temperature
and seepage which may cause
high rate of reaction in soil that
effects salts accumulation in
groundwater with time.

Thus, water that leaves the
soil to the underlying groundwater is enriched with salts. But
more plants and trees should
grow to maintain temperature
and pollution strategy that is
affecting global scenario.The
results demonstrate absolute
dissolution
mechanisms
involved in groundwater chemistry of the area under study.
Accordingly, following recommendations are summarized:
Rainwater harvesting, auriferous storages and artificially
recharge techniques should be
chosen accordingly, to protect
from urban flooding and maintaining groundwater quality.
Steps should be taken to control emission of hazardous substance from different resources
(HFCs, smoke and waste from
industries) to control temperature and global warming effects.
The policy maker should make
new amendments about the
extraction rate of groundwater
and installation of tubewells
where climate more varying.
Researcher should analyze the
previous data of climate to control the disaster events, like to
manage too much temperature
or rainfall events.
Mini dam should be constructed to manage high rainfall events
as well as to manage water quantity in hot dry seasons.
In Pakistan, all season exist
with different climate pattern,
mostly in last few years more climate was changed.
Therefore, different tasks were
given by the International community to Pakistan to manage its
climate that were almost
achieved about 10 year ago.

Hepatitis D also known as delta
virus . Hepatitis D virus is the rare
type of virus which require co infection of hepatitis B virus to multiply
and to cause liver infection

Hepatitis C: Its Epidemiology, Risk
Factors And Control Strategies
epatitis viruses
are classified as
hepatitis A, B, C,
D and E virus. All
of these have different causative
agent and route if transmission.
In the era of modern science
where scientist are successfully defeating so many life
threatening diseases but still
there are some contagious disease are there causing illness
in humans that may lead to
serious damage . Hepatitis is
one of them. Hepatitis is a
liver inflammation caused by
hepatitis virus. In case of
chronic infection it may lead
to liver cirrhosis and liver cancer.
Classification:
Hepatitis viruses are classified as hepatitis A, B, C, D and
E virus. All of these have different causative agent and
route
if
transmission.
Hepatitis A: caused by hepatitis A virus. It transmitted
through oral fecal route.
Consumption of contaminated
food is the major cause of
Hepatitis A. Hepatitis A doesn’t require special treatment
and medication. Vaccination
for HAV is available. Hepatitis

H

B: Caused by hepatitis B virus
and transmitted through body

fluids. Acute hepatitis B can
be treated with antiviral

The most vulnerable age groups in developing nations are infants and young children,
who account for most of the sickness and
death in that population. Without a
systematic plan to improve the food safety
situation, efforts to combat poverty and
hunger in the areas will surely fail

chronic infection of liver can
lead to serious damage.
Vaccination for hepatitis B is
available and and given with
vaccination of hepatitis A
virus. Hepatitis C: Hepatitis C
virus is a blood born
pathogen. It causes liver
inflammation and transmitted
through body fluids Caused by
HCV. Hepatitis D: Hepatitis D
also known as delta virus .
Hepatitis D virus is the rare
type of virus which require co
infection of hepatitis B virus
to multiply and to cause liver
infection. Hepatitis E: It is the
rare type of hepatitis viruses.
Caused by hepatitis E virus .
It transmitted through oral
fecal route. It mainly found in
the areas with poor sanitation. Vaccination for hepatitis
E is under processing and yet
not available commercially.Among all the forms,
Hepatitis C is very common.
Hepatitis c is caused by hepatitis c virus (HCV) usually
causes liver inflammation and
transmitted through body fluids. Its incubation period is
almost 45 days.
Sometimes
it
remains
asymptomatic and act as a
silent killer. HCV has two

phases of infection acute and
chronic. Acute phase: In acute
phase it shows symptoms earlier and last for almost 6
months.
In this phase antiviral therapy is more effective and
chances of recovery are higher. Chronic phase: In chronic
phase it lasts for months to
years. In this phase antiviral
treatment is less effective so
chances of recovery are
low.Sign and symptoms: In
acute condition Symptoms
includes fatigues, episodic
fever, abdominal pain with
light stool color and loss of
appetite, severe abdominal
pain, gradual weight loss, eyes
and skin color changes to yellow however in chronic phase
hepatitis gradually develops.
Severity of disease may lead
to liver damage, liver cirrhosis
and ultimately liver cancer.
Jaundice, dark urine, joints
pain, loss of appetite is the
major symptoms of hepatitis
C.Risk Factors
Unscreened blood transfusion
Sharing needles for drug
injection
Sharing personal care items
(blade, razors, nail clippers

etc.)
Puncture with needle that’s
contaminated with blood of
infected person
Transmitted through infected mother to her baby
Medical equipment s with
poor hygiene practice
ave tattoo with unclean
equipment s
HIV coinfection
HBV coinfection
Direct contact with blood of
infected person
Contaminated syringes and
needles could be the major
source of transmission
Alcohol consumption
Chronic liver disease and
HCC
Preventive Measures
Don’t share personal care
items (razors blade nail clippers etc.)
Always cover scratches and
cuts with appropriate dressing
Take blood sample very
carefully to avoid needle
puncture
Hygienically dispose off
items contaminated with
blood stained
Avoid tattooing with unclean
equipment
Avoid sharing needles for
drug injection.

Final Power Generation Unit On Left
Bank Of China’s Baihetan Hydropower
Station Goes Into Operation
The last power generation unit of the Baihetan hydropower station in southwest China passed its 72-hour trial run and started
commercial operation on Thursday, bringing all eight units on the
left bank of the project into operation, according to China Media
Group (CMG).
The power generator, Unit 8, one of the 16 hydropower generating units built in the mega project, is the 12th million-kilowatt
hydro-generator unit put into operation. The Baihetan hydropower
station is located on the Jinsha River in the upper section of the
Yangtze River. It transmits electricity from the resource-rich west
to energy-hungry regions in east China, marking a major step in the
country’s utilization of clean energy. “During the research and
development of hydropower generating units on the left bank of
Baihetan, we organized a special sci-tech teams to tackle key problems in nine areas, including unit design, water power, electromagnetics, cooling and insulation,” Wang Jun, chairman of Dongfang
Electric Machinery Co., Ltd affiliated to the Dongfang Electric Co,
Ltd. told CMG.Chinese astronomers said the Qitai radio telescope
(QTT) will help address a range of questions, from star formation
to the detection of gravitational waves, black holes and dark matter. The telescope will also support China’s exploration of the
moon, Mars and beyond by providing tracking services to rockets
and spacecraft, with its 110 metre (360 feet) diameter dish able to
point in any direction of the northern hemisphere sky. QTT will
surpass the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope in the US, which
has a 100 metre (328 feet) diameter steerable dish. world’s largest
steerable telescope At a groundbreaking ceremony in Qitai county,
officials said the project – led by the Xinjiang Astronomical
Observatory – would take about six years. QTT is mainly funded by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences and local governments and is the
region’s first big science facility. Astronomer Wu Xuebin from
Peking University, who attended the ceremony virtually from
Beijing, said the project means a lot to the region, in terms of

attracting world-level talent and boosting socio-economic development. “We have seen strong support from the local governments
and I’m confident in the telescope’s construction and operation,”
he said. China already runs the world’s largest radio telescope – the
Five-hundred-metre Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) –
which sits in a natural depression in the southwestern mountains
of Guizhou.
“We have come up with a series of core technologies with independent intellectual property rights,” Wang said. Once completed
and put into operation,Baihetan hydropower station , the
hydropower station will generate an average of 62,400 gigawatthours of electricity every year and become the world’s secondlargest hydropower station after the Three Gorges Dam project in
central China’s Hubei Province. “So far, the units that have been
put into operation are in safe and stable run, with a cumulative
power generation of more than 41,000 gigawatt-hours, guaranteeing the safe and stable supply of electricity,” said Wang Zhilin, head
of the Baihetan engineering construction department at the China
Three Gorges Corporation.
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– like the Green Bank Telescope – adjusted by small motors called
actuators at the back of the dish. Wang’s team designed and developed large-scale, parabolic antennas, inertia control for very accurate pointing, multi-band receivers and shielding against radio
noise, all aimed at achieving a frequency range of 150 megahertz to
115 gigahertz, she wrote. The FAST telescope’s chief scientist Li Di
paid tribute to the “ambitious and fantastic” QTT project. c“Like
FAST, it represents a leap in core capacity...Read More
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Harvest Festival Promotes New
Seeds, Agricultural Technologies
Harvest festival promotes
new seeds, The fifth Chinese
Farmers’ Harvest Festival, designated on the day of the
Autumnal Equinox, falls on
Friday this year, with a major
event to be held in Chengdu,
Tang Ke, head of the office of
the festival’s organizing committee, said the festival this year
will highlight the purpose of
benefiting farmers through presenting and promoting new
varieties of seeds and new technologies in agriculture, as well
as publicizing the law around
rural vitalization. In Jiangsu
province, a week of voluntary
medical care services and
schooling assistance will be
launched in rural areas to help
farmers. Activities featuring
farming culture, such as presenting intangible agricultural
heritage and sports events in
rural areas will be held during
the festival. A market for cultural and creative products will be
open in Henan province while a
farmers’ singing event is
planned
in
Heilongjiang
province to showcase local traditions. Events to boost food
consumption will be organized
in 36 cities in an effort to
increase farmers’ incomes and
vitalize the festival economy.
Award winners of the Top Ten
Farmers and National Farmers’
Skills Competition will be
unveiled, Tang added. The
major event of the festival this

year is set on farmland at an
agricultural exhibition park in
Chengdu, where five exhibition
centers have been built next to
a 200-hectare high-quality plot
of farmland, introducing rural
culture and grain-related technologies. Colorful rice planted
on the farmland creatively portrays corn, cabbage, chickens
and granaries, providing an
image of the harvest and prosperity for visitors, Harvest festival promotes new seeds, The
role of science and technology
in developing agriculture will
also be highlighted at this year’s
festival. Exhibitions will focus
on smart agriculture, digital villages and the vitalization of the
seed industry.
The Great Granary Science
and Technology Exhibition
Center at the major site of the

event in Chengdu aims to promote high-quality varieties,
modern agricultural machinery
and advanced technologies. In
Beijing’s Changping district, the
operation of an unmanned corn
harvester will be demonstrated
in a field. Local authorities are
urged to organize agricultural
technology promotion, training
on production skills, and other
activities to provide farmers
with more opportunities for
exchanges and learning, Tang
said. Wang Yuanwei, a farmer in
Sichuan’s Yongfeng village, has
received excellent rice varieties
and learned a series of new
planting techniques from the
local science and technology
bureau. His 213 hectares of rice
fields had another bumper harvest this year, he said at one of
the launch activities in the

China’s Telecom Sector Posts
Stable Growth In Jan-Aug

China Is Building The World’s Largest
Steerable Telescope, Called QTT
Construction of the world’s largest steerable telescope in western China’s Xinjiang region.
Chinese astronomers said the Qitai radio telescope (QTT) will
help address a range of questions, from star formation to the detection of gravitational waves, black holes and dark matter. The telescope will also support China’s exploration of the moon, Mars and
beyond by providing tracking services to rockets and spacecraft,
with its 110 metre (360 feet) diameter dish able to point in any
direction of the northern hemisphere sky. QTT will surpass the
Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope in the US, which has a 100
metre (328 feet) diameter steerable dish. world’s largest steerable
telescope At a groundbreaking ceremony in Qitai county, officials
said the project – led by the Xinjiang Astronomical Observatory –
would take about six years. QTT is mainly funded by the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and local governments and is the region’s
first big science facility. Astronomer Wu Xuebin from Peking
University, who attended the ceremony virtually from Beijing, said
the project means a lot to the region, in terms of attracting worldlevel talent and boosting socio-economic development. “We have
seen strong support from the local governments and I’m confident
in the telescope’s construction and operation,” he said. China
already runs the world’s largest radio telescope – the Five-hundred-metre Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) – which
sits in a natural depression in the southwestern mountains of
Guizhou.
But FAST’s reflective surface is more or less fixed, limiting the
area of sky it can see, Wu said. QTT’s ability to rotate in all directions and its unprecedented diameter would “make another major
contribution to the world”. QTT’s position in a sparsely populated
rectangular basin, surrounded on all sides by mountains, will keep
radio noise to the barest minimum. world’s largest steerable telescope, Its elevation at about 1,800 metres (5,900 feet) will also
keep conditions dry, so that water vapour does not interfere with
observations.he QTT’s specifications were outlined in 2014 by its
chief scientist Wang Na, who is also director of the observatory. In
a paper published in China’s Scientia Sinica Physica, Mechanica &
Astronomica journal, Wang said QTT would have an active surface
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China’s
telecom
sector
logged steady expansion in the
first eight months of this year,
The combined industrial revenue rose 8.2 percent year on
year to 1.07 trillion yuan
(about 153.3 billion U.S. dollars), according to the
Ministry of Industry and
Information
Technology.
China’s
telecom
sector,
Emerging businesses, such as

big data, cloud computing,
internet data centers and the
Internet of Things, expanded
rapidly during the period. The
total revenue from emerging
businesses of China’s three
telecom giants China Telecom,
China Mobile and China
Unicom — surged 34.1 percent
year on year to 207.5 billion
yuan. In breakdown, China’s
telecom sector, the revenue

for cloud computing services
soared 130.3 percent year on
year, while that for big data
and the Internet of Things
surged 56.4 percent and 24.5
percent, respectively. Steady
progress was also made in the
construction of 5G base stations. By the end of August,
the number of 5G base stations in China had exceeded
2.1 million.

Clean Energy: Half Of China’s
Baihetan Hydropower Station Starts
Commercial Operation
Half of the China’s Baihetan
hydropower station in southwest of China, has officially
started commercial operations.
The station is the world’s second-largest of its kind after
China’s Three Gorges Dam and
is expected to help reduce
power shortages in eastern parts
of the country. Guo Tianqi has
more. Baihetan Hydropower
Station, located in the lower
reaches of Jinsha River, is the
largest and most complex
hydropower construction project in the world today. It has a
total of 16 hydroelectric generating units with a single capacity
of one million KWH. Units 1 to 8
are located on the left bank, and
units 9 to 16 on the right. WANG
ZHILIN, Deputy Secretary, Party
Committee, Three Gorges Group
Baihetan Project Construction
Department “With Unit 8 connected to the grid, the left bank
of China’s Baihetan hydropower
station has been put into full
operation. All of the units are
domestically produced, upgrading the whole industrial chain of
hydropower
equipment
in
China.” Built on a cliff, the maximum height of Baihetan dam is

289 meters, about 100 meters
higher than the Three Gorges
Dam, and its anti-seismic parameter ranks first in the world.
Baihetan Hydropower Station is
known as the “Qomolangma” of
the global hydropower industry
because of its technical complexities.
Dongfang Electric Machinery
“We have made huge progress in
water conservancy battery, cooling, insulation and nine other
fields. We now have a series of
core technologies with independent intellectual property
rights including overall design
and research.” High tempera-

tures caused power shortages in
Sichuan in August, prompting
industrial shutdowns to ensure
residential electricity. Baihetan
hydropower Station is expected
to contribute to power security.
WANG
ZHILIN,
Deputy
Secretary, Party Committee,
China’s Baihetan hydropower
station, Three Gorges Group
Baihetan Project Construction
Department “The electricity load
of many places in China has
been increasing. The cumulative
power generation in Baihetan
has exceeded 400 KWH, which
effectively guarantees safe and
stable power supply.”full opera-

province on Sunday. To involve
more farmers in the festival and
boost creativity and productivity, farm skills competitions will
be held to cultivate talent in
planting, entrepreneurship, ecommerce and folk art, Harvest
festival promotes new seeds,
Tang said. Urban residents are
also participating in the festival
through consumer promotion
activities that started from Sept
13. E-commerce platforms such
as Alibaba, JD and Pinduoduo
have actively responded to the
promotion season targeting
agricultural products. Local
authorities will carry out various consumer promotion activities that integrate online and
offline sales, helping farmers
increase incomes and enriching
the dishes on the dining tables
of urban residents.

China Unveils
Research Data
From SDGSAT-1
Satellite
China has started to provide
free access to data globally
from
the
Sustainable
Development
Science
SDGSAT-1 satellitee for scientific research, according to
the International Research
Center of Big Data for
Sustainable
Development
Goals (CBAS),
The SDGSAT-1 is the world’s
first scientific satellite dedicated to serving the United
Nations 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable
Development.
SDGSAT-1 satellite, Sharing
data around the world aims to
“promote multi-disciplinary
research on social, environmental and economic dimensions
of
Sustainable
Development Goals” and fill in

the
“gaps
limiting
its
progress,” according to the
CBAS. SDGSAT-1 satellite,
Equipped with a thermal
infrared spectrometer and a
glimmer and multispectral
imager, the satellite is used to
observe
environmental
changes on Earth linked to
coastal ecosystem and human
activities, such as urbanization, habitation and energy
consumption. The SDGSAT-1
is the world’s first scientific
satellite dedicated to serving
the United Nations 2030
Agenda
for
Sustainable
Development.
SDGSAT-1
satellite, Sharing data around
the world aims to “promote
multi-disciplinary research on
social, environmental and
economic dimensions of
Sustainable
Development
Goals” and fill in the “gaps
limiting its progress,” according to the CBAS. SDGSAT-1
satellite, Equipped with a
thermal infrared spectrometer
and a glimmer and multispectral imager, the satellite is
used to observe environmental changes on Earth linked to
coastal ecosystem and human
activities, such as urbanization, habitation and energy
consumption.Launched
in
November 2021 from Taiyuan
Satellite Launch Center, north
China’s Shanxi Province, the
satellite has acquired over
33,000 views of datasets as of
August, according to its
|developer.

Officials Hopeful
That Monkeypox
Can Be Eliminated
In The U.S.

Can
Be
Monkeypox
Eliminated in the U.S , Cases are
declining nationally, and the
deputy coordinator of the White
House monkeypox response
team said he expected that, over
time, they would drop to a trickle.
With monkeypox cases on the
decline nationally, federal health
officials expressed optimism on
Thursday that the virus could be
eliminated in the United States,
though they cautioned that
unless it was wiped out globally,
Americans would remain at risk.
“Our goal is to eradicate; that’s
what we’re working toward,” Dr.
Demetre Daskalakis, the deputy
coordinator of the White House
monkeypox response team, said
during a visit to a monkeypox
vaccination
clinic
in
Washington. He added, “The
prediction is, we’re going to get
very close.” Dr. Daskalakis was
joined by President Biden’s
health
secretary,
Xavier
Becerra, and the response
team’s coordinator, Robert J.
Fenton Jr., who echoed his optimism. The visit to the clinic was
intended to spotlight efforts by
the District of Columbia to close
the racial gap in vaccination
against monkeypox — a major
goal of the Biden administration. Monkeypox Can Be
Eliminated in the U.S, “The president said from the very beginning, ‘Get on top of this, and
then stay ahead of it,’” Mr.
Becerra told reporters. “And we
can’t say we really stayed ahead
of it if we’re leaving certain
communities
behind.”
Dr.
Daskalakis, an infectious disease expert who previously ran
the division of H.I.V. prevention
at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, was
brought onto the monkeypox
response team by Mr. Biden last
month. On Thursday, Dr.
Daskalakis did not give a timeline for ending the outbreak in
the United States, saying only
that he was looking into his
“midterm crystal ball.” But he
said he expected that, over time,
cases would drop to a trickle
and infections would emerge
only sporadically, enabling
health officials to isolate and
vaccinate the close contacts of
those infected — and end the
outbreak in the process. That
strategy, known as ring vaccination, was used in the global campaign to stamp out smallpox,
which was declared eradicated
in 1980. But there is a major difference between monkeypox
and smallpox: Smallpox occurs
only in humans, while monkeypox also occurs in animals.
Monkeypox Can Be Eliminated
in the U.S, The existence of an
“animal reservoir” means there
will always be the risk of spread
to humans, said Dr. Michael T.
Osterholm, an infectious disease expert at the University of
Minnesota. “Eradication is a
very sacred word in public
health; to eradicate means it is
gone permanently, and the only
virus we have done that with so
far is smallpox,” Dr. Osterholm
said. He said a better word was
“elimination,” and a better comparison would be measles.
“We’ve had a major measles
elimination program in this
country and have greatly
reduced the occurrence of
measles, but the challenge today
remains the introduction of the
virus from individuals around
the world,” Dr. Osterholm said.
The first U.S. cases in the current monkeypox outbreak
emerged in May. The disease,
which in the United States has
occurred primarily in men who
have sex with men, is characterized by fever, muscle aches,
chills and lesions. It is rarely
fatal in wealthy countries like
the United States, but it can
cause excruciating pain. The
current outbreak is unusually
large; the last big monkeypox
outbreak in the United States
occurred in 2003, when 47 confirmed and probable cases were
reported in six states. In the current outbreak, the United States
accounts for more than a third
of the roughly 65,000 cases
reported worldwide; as of
Thursday, the C.D.C. had reported nearly 25,000 cases in the
country. Monkeypox Can Be
Eliminated in the U.S, An average of about 200 cases per day
are still being reported in the
United States...Read More
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Intel’s Core I9-13900K
Leads Single-Thread
Performance Rankings
Intel’s Core i9-13900K, It
has
yet
to
formally
announce and start shipments of its unlocked Core
i9-13900K ‘Raptor Lake’
processor, but some of its
synthetic benchmark results
have already been published. The flagship CPU
already tops PassMark’s single-thread rankings, beating
predecessors and processors from AMD and Apple,
Intel’s Core i9-13900K
processor has eight highperformance cores operating at 3.0 GHz base clock
and 16 energy-efficient
working at 2.20 GHz base
frequency. However, when
maximum single-thread performance is needed, it turns
on Thermal Velocity Boost
and skyrockets high-performance cores to an
impressive 5.80 GHz (at
241W).
The CPU scores 4,883
points in PassMark’s singlethread performance benchmark, which is 471 points
higher than Intel’s Core i912900KS. In fact, Intel’s 12th
Generation Core i7 and Core
i9 ‘Alder Lake’ processors
have led PassMark singlethread CPU performance
rankings for a while now.
Mostly because of high
clocks and high IPC execu-

these
processors
tion,
dethroned Apple’s M1 system-on-chip that topped this
benchmark
throughout
2021. Yet, Apple’s singlethread efficiency speaks for
itself: in a bid to beat
Apple’s M2 processor (up to
3.50 GHz at 22W ~ 30W),
Intel’s Core i9-13900K (up
to 5.80 GHz at 241W) had to
work at a 65% higher frequency while consuming
almost an order of magnitude more power. Of course,
Intel’s new flagship CPU has
24 (8P+16E) cores and can
process up to 32 threads per
clock, beating all of Apple’s
offerings in synthetic benchmarks. Meanwhile, Intel’s
yet-to-be-released Core i913900K is not the best highend CPU in PassMark’s gen-
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eral CPU benchmark that
takes into account both single-thread and multi-thread
performance.
AMD’s Ryzen Threadripper
processors clearly lead the
game here. For now, the
Core
i9-13900K
leaves
behind AMD’s previous-generation Ryzen 9 5950X by a
comfortable
margin.
However, in a few days,
AMD’s
next-generation
Ryzen 9 7950X enters the
arena, and we are eager to
see whether it beats Intel’s
offering. While the results
of Intel’s upcoming Core i913900K processor seem
legit, take them with a grain
of sale as we might be dealing with pre-production
hardware with all possible
consequences.

Solar Resilience: Keeping
Communities Connected
Solar Resilience, Distributed solar energy systems can play an
important role in increasing the resilience of the nation’s grid.
When it comes to power and electricity, you’ve likely heard the
word ‘resilience’ used across the energy sector. At the Energy
Department, that means a power system with the ability to prepare
for and adapt to changing conditions and recover rapidly from operational disruptions. Solar energy can play an important role in
increasing the resilience of the nation’s grid. Instead of having one
main generator that provides electricity for a large area, distributed
solar energy systems—such as rooftops and community solar can
increase overall resilience of the grid and of the communities it
serves. Power comes from a variety of sources—fossil-based generators fueled by coal or natural gas have been standard for the last
century. Now, solar energy offers an affordable, low-cost electricity
source well suited for a 21st century clean energy economy. To
enable solar to provide resilience, grid operators need tools like battery storage, demand management, and load shifting to ensure reliable power. The tricky part is understanding when to use those tools.
Solar Resilience, That requires real-time knowledge of how much
energy solar resources are producing at that moment, as well as how
much energy they will produce in the future, known as forecasting.
DOE recently completed the first Solar Forecasting Prize to help
commercialize tools that will aid in predicting solar generation, and
has also been investing in tools and models that continue to improve
communications between solar generation facilities and grid operators so they have the accurate and timely information to do their jobs
effectively.
DOE is also working to enable microgrids with large amounts of
solar generation. These smaller grids, which often include renewable
power like solar paired with battery storage, can disconnect from
the main grid and operate autonomously when the main grid is
down. Microgrids help to improve resilience of the overall grid by
limiting the number of customers affected by an outage and enabling
faster system response and recovery, reducing the threat posed by
man-made or natural disasters and keeping communities safe and
secure. Grid-forming inverters, which automatically coordinate
inverter-based and other resources to maintain electricity on the
grid, are similarly important to grid resilience. Solar Resilience
,These newer technologies require continual innovation and
research, which is why we’ve created a consortium to UNIFI these
diverse stakeholders. In the future, it is anticipated that grid-forming
inverters will enable solar-plus-storage systems to restart the grid
after disruptions without the assistance of more traditional forms of

NASA Waves Off Upcoming
Artemis I Moon Rocket Launch,
Prepares For Rollback
NASA is forgoing an Artemis I
Moon Rocket opportunity on
Tuesday, September 27, and preparing for rollback, while continuing to
watch the weather forecast associated with Tropical Storm Ian.
NASA is forgoing an Artemis I
launch opportunity on Tuesday,
September 27, and preparing for rollback, while continuing to watch the
weather forecast associated with
Tropical Storm Ian. Artemis I Moon
Rocket, During a meeting this morning, September 24, teams decided to
stand down on preparing for the
Tuesday launch date to allow them
to configure systems for rolling back
the Space Launch System rocket
and Orion spacecraft to the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB). However,
engineers deferred a final decision
about the roll to Sunday, September
25, to allow for additional data gathering and analysis. If Artemis I man-

agers elect to roll back the rocket to
the VAB, it would begin late Sunday
night or early Monday morning.
NASA is taking a step-wise
approach to its decision-making
process to allow the agency to protect its employees by completing a

safe roll in time for them to address
the needs of their families while also
protecting for the option to press
ahead with another launch opportunity in the current window if weather predictions improve. Artemis I
Moon Rocket...Read More

electricity generation.
New research is expanding the definition of resilience to include
the communities served by electric grid. Increasing the amount of
solar energy on the grid and ensuring its affordability increases community resilience by helping to relieve energy burdens and provide
clean, reliable, local electricity.
This idea of community energy resilience is a focus of our
Renewables Advancing Community Energy Resilience (RACER)
funding opportunity. Later this year, several projects will be selected
for a total of $25 million in funding to support innovative community energy planning methods and technology demonstrations that can
increase energy resilience in response to the impacts of climate
change and extreme weather events.
These events frequently cause widespread equipment failures and
infrastructure damages, particularly in the distribution grids that
directly serve communities. Electricity powers vital services that are
integrated into virtually every corner of our economy and communities: lighting at night for safety, communication services for emergency responders, refrigerated food and medication storage, and
clean water and sewage disposal.
To achieve far-reaching impacts, the projects under RACER will
bring multiple stakeholders to the table—utilities, municipal planners, emergency responders, community groups, among others—to
ensure the electric needs of all community members are considered.

EnerVenue Secures 250 MWh Order
For Nickel-Hydrogen Batteries

EnerVenue has agreed to
supply batteries to Green
Energy Renewable Solutions
for use in customized building blocks for maritime
applications, construction
sites, and other heavy industry projects.
The
agreement
marks
EnerVenue’s fourth major
battery supply deal since it

launched
operations
in
2020. EnerVenue, a U.S.
nickel-hydrogen
battery
startup that launched at the
height of the pandemic in
summer 2020,
has signed a master supply
agreement
with
Green
Energy
Renewable
Solutions, under which the
latter will procure and sup-

ply 250 MWh of batteries
over the next three years.
The company will deliver 50
MWh of capacity in 2023,
100 MWh in 2024, and 100
MWh
in
2025.
Green
Energy’s parent company,
Nicon Industries A/S – a
manufacturer of steel and
aluminum in the wind, offshore, and maritime indus-

try – aims to build 1 GW of
storage projects within the
three-year period, according
to a company statement.
“EnerVenue’s
technology
features
exceptional
longevity and durability
with minimal maintenance
required, and its fire-safe
properties are especially
critical in our expected
applications,” said Henrik
Jensen, CEO of Nicon
Industries.
EnerVenue claims that its
nickel-hydrogen batteries
have lifespans of more than
30 years, through more than
30,000 cycles without experiencing degradation, along
with overcharge, over-discharge,
and
deep-cycle
capabilities.
The company also claims
costs per kilowatt-hour as
low as a penny, as well as
capital expenditure costs
that beat lithium-ion batteries.
Unlike lithium-ion, metalhydrogen batteries excel
operating in conditions of
extreme heat and extreme
cold, the company claims.
The solution operates optimally in ambient temperatures from -40 F to 140 F (60
C). Because of this, the bat-

tery purportedly comes with
no risk of fire or thermal
runaway and includes no
toxic materials, making it
recyclable.
These properties are especially crucial for safety and
compliance in maritime and
offshore projects, where
Nicon plans to deploy the
storage solutions over the
long term.
The batteries will initially
be deployed onshore, for
large
construction
and
heavy industry projects,
packaged into customized
building blocks.
The solutions will have to
meet DNV certification and
CE certification mandates
to be deployed in the offshore and maritime market.
“By 2024, Nicon’s forklifts
will be converted from fossil fuel to electric power
and will be charged with
Green Energy battery containers,” said Jens Juul,
COO
of
Nicon.
“Additionally, the power
needed for our sea fastenings jobs on wind installation vessels will be supplied
from our own battery containers charged overnight
with renewable energy coming from the wind farms.”.

AFRICA
Half Of Sudan’s Most
Vulnerable Children
Could Die Without Aid

Children Could Die Without Aid, Spiralling recent problems in
Sudan have their roots in a military coup in October 2021 that
prompted a freeze in international funding for aid operations and
which has forced UN relief teams to cut rations in half,
The situation for Sudan’s most vulnerable children is so desperate that half of the most severely malnourished youngsters are
expected to die without urgent humanitarian intervention, UN
agencies said on Friday Children Could Die Without Aid, “As we
speak today, 650,000 kids are suffering from severe acute malnutrition. If not treated, half of them will die,” said UN Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) Representative in Sudan, Mandeep O Brien, underscoring what veteran aid workers have called an unprecedented crisis.
Spiralling recent problems in Sudan have their roots in a military
coup in October 2021 that prompted a freeze in international funding for aid operations and which has forced UN relief teams to cut
rations in half, in some cases. Ongoing political “tumult” has also
weakened State support structures for struggling families, who
have had to contend with dramatic food price hikes and intertribal violence, said the UN World Food Programme’s (WFP) Country
Director in Sudan, Eddie Rowe.
“At the moment, WFP (has) projected that about 15 million people would go hungry every day since the hunger season started,
and we are now doing an assessment because our indicators projected that this could rise up to 18 million by the end of this
month,” he said. “We are still grappling with an increased incidence
of intertribal conflicts and violence, and this in fact has spread now
not just to Darfur, but to other parts of the countr Children Could
Die Without Aid, The Ukraine War also has had some significant
impact. All of this in the context of a political unstable country, has
resulted in an unprecedented humanitarian crisis this year.” In an
appeal to the international community to “stand in solidarity with
the children of Sudan”, UNICEF’s Mandeep O Brien noted that the
crisis reflected much more than a lack of food, with basic health
services, clean water, sanitation and education severely lacking.
“Routine immunization, unfortunately, is declining in Sudan.
Between 2019 and 2021, the number of children who have not
received a single dose of lifesaving vaccines has doubled,” she told
journalists in Geneva.

S.Africa Teens Build
Solar Train As Power
Cuts Haunt Commuters
Teens build solar train in South africa, students in a South
African township have seen their parents struggle to use trains for
daily commutes, the railways frequently hobbled by power outages
and cable thefts.
To respond to the crisis, a group of 20 teenagers invented South
Africa’s first fully solar-powered train. Photovoltaic panels fitted to
the roof, the angular blue-and-white test train moves on an 18metre-long (60 feet) test track in Soshanguve township north of the
capital Pretoria. solar train , Trains are the cheapest mode of transport in South Africa, used mostly by the poor and working class.
“Our parents… no longer use trains (because of) cable theft… and
load shedding,” said Ronnie Masindi, 18, referring to rolling blackouts caused by failures at old and poorly maintained coal-powered
plants. The state power company Eskom started imposing on-andoff power rationing 15 years ago to prevent a total national blackout. The power outages, known locally as load-shedding, have
worsened over the years disrupting commerce and industry,
including rail services. Infrastructure operator Transnet has struggled to keep rail traffic flowing smoothly since the economic challenges of the pandemic fuelled a surge in cable theft. By 2020, rail
use among public transport users was down almost two-thirds
compared to 2013, according to the National Households Travel
Survey with many commuters turning to more expensive minibus
taxis.
Masindi said they decided to “create and build a solar-powered
train that uses solar to move instead of (mains) electricity”. The
journey has not been without its challenges. A lack of funding
delayed production of the prototype locomotive, and the government later chipped in. solar train , “It was not a straight line,” said
another student, Lethabo Nkadimeng, 17. “It was like taking a hike
to the highest peak of the mountain.”
The train, which can run at 30 kilometres (20 miles) per hour,
was showcased at a recent universities innovation event. For now,
the prototype can run for 10 return trips on the track installed on
the grounds of a school. It will be used for further research, and
eventually presented as a model the government could adopt.
Fitted with car seats and a flat-screen TV to entertain passengers,

Challenges That
Keep South African
Farming Community
Up At Night

Farming
community
Challenges To understand the
real challenges of farmers, it is
necessary to spend a considerable amount of time on the
ground talking to farmers and to
get a better feel of the markets.
In such engagements in the last
week of August 2022,
One theme that came up time
and again in most discussions
with role players in the sector, is
the need for the diversification
of the export markets to nontraditional regions while retaining the sector’s foothold in key
markets such as the European
Union. Other issues that keep
farmers sitting up and scratching their heads at night are the
need to improve logistics –
roads, rail and ports; expansion
of agricultural finance, particularly developmental finance or
flexible finance products for the
new entrant farmers, and
strengthening of trust between
government and the industry.
farming community Challenges,
Let us look at these themes in
turn. Firstly, the need to export
markets has become even more
urgent as agricultural output
consistently improves and the
country has limited capacity to
absorb new produce. South
Africa already exports half of its
produce, in value terms.
Therefore, the efforts of the
Agriculture and Agro-processing Master Plan to boost production have to emphasize the
expansion of the export markets. Japan, China, India, Saudi
Arabia, Bangladesh, Philippines
and South Korea are amongst
some of the key markets in
which South African agribusinesses are interested in expanding their presence. Recent
actions from the EU and China
(two of the largest export destinations currently) to place nontariff barriers, hurting South
Africa’s interests and export
activities, highlight the importance of diversifying destination
markets.
Resolving the non-tariff barriers challenge or expansion to
new markets is not a job of the
private sector or organized agriculture alone. The government
should work hand-in-hand with
the industry stakeholders in creating a “South Africa Inc.” plan
for widening exports. The building blocks for such a plan are
already in the agriculture and
agro-processing master plan.
Still, given the urgency of this
matter, farming community
Challenges, South Africa needs
a dedicated working group that
will champion the expansion of
the
country’s
agriculture
exports and work towards servicing the existing markets to
avoid challenges such as the
constraints faced by the citrus
industry in the EU or wool in
China.
Secondly, the need for network industries’ improvements
was highlighted as there haven’t
been material improvements,
particularly on roads.
The agricultural sector roleplayers are in regular conversations with Transnet regarding
the effectiveness and efficiency
of the ports. So far, Transnet has
been open to engagements and
efficient in resolving challenges
such as rebuilding the port of
Durban following the destructive floods.
Going forward, private sector
role players want to explore
possibilities of better partnerships in the various nodes of the
ports, which could help improve
efficiencies, not only for agriculture but a range of industries
such as mining and automobile,
amongst others...Read More
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Tanzania: VP Calls For
Just Transition To
Renewable Energy

VICE-PRESIDENT Dr Philip
Mpango has said that Tanzania
and the rest of Africa need a just
transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy.
Addressing the 77th Session of
the United Nations General
Assembly on Thursday, Dr
Mpango said that Africa must be
given time to adjust since majority of Africans have no access to
energy. The VP is in the United
States to represent President
Samia Suluhu Hassan at the
UNGA meeting which was officially opened on September 13
this year. Dr Mpango said “the
well-established principle of
common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective
capabilities must be observed”.
He added: “We call upon the lifting of opposition to global
financing and implementation of
transformative projects in our
countries that aim to harness
our hydrocarbon deposits for
energy and other equally important uses to address our critical
developmental
needs.”
Dr
Mpango further said that “as
long as robust Environmental
Social and Impact Assessments
(ESIAs) have been done and
concrete measures taken to
effectively address environmental and democratic governance
concerns of our citizens, our
Sovereign rights to pursue transformative projects should be
respected.” He also called upon
transparency in the conduct of
carbon credit markets so that
Africa benefits fairly from its
earnest effort in taking care of
the carbon sinks. Renewable
Energy, Giving an example, he
said Tanzania has preserved
over 30 per cent of the total land
area, almost equivalent to the
size of Germany which includes

forests and wildlife parks.
Regarding climate change, he
said Tanzania appreciates all
individual efforts and other collective measures taken thus far
in implementing interventions
geared towards upscaling mitigation and adaptation as stipulated in the Kyoto Protocol of
1997 and the Paris Agreement of
2015.
However, he said despite the
efforts, they are observing
unprecedented changes across
the whole climate system in
every region. He said the most
vulnerable countries including
Tanzania, have been disproportionately affected and do not
possess the capacity to effectively respond. The VP further
detailed that Tanzania has put
forward ambitious targets on
both adaptation and mitigation
through Nationally Determined
Contributions
(NDCs).
Renewable Energy, “The government spends an average of USD
500 million per annum on adaptation measures and up to 3 per
cent of its GDP on mitigation
and
building
community
resilience. With the help of the
international community, we are

committed to continually update
our NDCs and making important
progress to tackle climate
change,” he said. He noted that
most of the developing countries
have insufficient fiscal space
and weak debt sustainability status to address increasing
demand for climate resilient
interventions. Dr Mpango said
addressing the climate crisis
requires reliable access to climate finance. He called on the
international community to live
up to its commitments made
under the Paris Agreement.
Enhanced capacity building,
technology transfer, support for
adaptation and mitigation measures, as well as creation of independent loss and damage financial facility must be implemented in order to scale up the fight
against climate change, he said.
Meanwhile, the VP commended
the United Nations Educational
and Scientific Organisation
(UNESCO) for historic declaration that designed July 7 as the
World Kiswahili Language Day
which was celebrated for the
first time this year...Read More

African Leaders, Global Partners
Vow Urgent Cooperation To
Stave Off Food Security Crisis
African leaders and governments in Europe, Asia
and the Americas on Tuesday vowed to act “with
urgency, at scale and in concert” in responding to
the current food insecurity and nutrition crisis
unfolding around the world.
The leaders, representing the African Union,
European Union, United States, Spain, Colombia,
Germany, Indonesia, and Nigeria, issued a joint
declaration at the Global Food Security
Summit(link is external) to affirm their commitment. Leaders also noted that overcoming global
food insecurity would require innovative partnerships drawing in a wide range of key stakeholders
in the global community. The event took place on
20 September on the sidelines of the 77th session
of the United Nations General Assembly in New
York City.Senegal’s President Macky Sall, chair of
the African Union, said around 800 million people
were currently experiencing hunger, an increase of
150 million since the onset of Covid-19, according
to a recent FAO report(link is external).“When a
crisis of this magnitude hits the world, every single
country suffers,” President Sall said. He added that
the situation worsened due to the war in Ukraine,
which has triggered a sharp rise in food and fertilizers prices.He cautioned against imposing trade
restrictions.
“What is urgent today is to work together to
ensure openness and transparency of markets for
grains and fertilizer so that all countries can have
access to them in accordance with international
trade rules. African leaders Sall commended the
African Development Bank for swiftly launching
its $1.5 billion African Emergency Food
Production Facility to avert a looming food crisis.
The Bank’s facility will facilitate the production of
38 million tonnes of food, representing a $12 billion
increase in output in just two years.As of July 2022,
the Bank’s Board had approved a cumulative $1.13

billion in mixed financing to 24 African countries
under the Facility.German Chancellor Olaf Scholz
called on governments, the private sector, the
research community and civil society to join the
Global Alliance for Food Security, an initiative
launched by the world’s most developed
economies (G7) and the World Bank in May.Sholz,
current chair of the G7, cautioned that climate
change was likely to sharpen food insecurity,
demanding a response. “It is essential that at
COP27 in Egypt in two months, all countries must
have the political commitment and momentum for
ambitious climate action…we need to see action
now,” he said. US Secretary of State Anthony
Blinken called on wealthy countries to provide
more emergency food assistance for those who
needed it.He stressed:
“We have to strengthen global food systems and
help countries develop the capacity to produce
their own food so that we can prevent new crises
and build resilience to further shocks… We need
durable agricultural production. We have to
respond to the emergency, but we also have to set
ourselves up for the long term.”In their joint declaration, the leaders highlighted seven actions set
out in the Roadmap for Global Food Security, A
Call to Action, which emerged from the Food
Systems Summit held in 2021...Read More

Tanzania To Screen For Ebola
After Uganda Outbreak

it took the students two years to build.
“What we have realised is, if we you give township learners
space, resources and a little mentorship they can do anything that
any learner can do around the world,” said Kgomotso Maimane,
the project’s supervising teacher.

Ta n z a n i a h a s u r g e d i t s
citizens, especially at its
borders, to be vigilant following the Uganda outbreak.
It has also called for
screening at its borders
and public education on
Ebola symptoms. In a
statement, Health Deputy
Minister Godwin Mollel
said, “I call upon all medical officers to provide
public education on the
disease, monitor it, and
undertake investigations in
their respective areas.”
Uganda outbreak Ebola is

an often fatal viral haemorrhagic fever. Uganda outbreak, The death rate is
typically high, ranging up
to 90 percent in some outbreaks, according to the
World Health Organization.
First identified in 1976 in
the DRC, the virus, whose
natural host is the bat, has
since set off a series of epidemics in Africa, killing
around
15,000
people.
Human transmission is
through body fluids, with
the main symptoms being
f e v e r, v o m i t i n g , b l e e d i n g
and diarrhoea.
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WhatsApp Android Tablet
Linking Hinted At W/ Latest
Beta Update

The latest WhatsApp beta
update hints that the highly
anticipated companion mode is
still in the works with evidence
of a dedicated Android tablet (or
foldable) linking screen.
The latest WhatsApp beta
update hints that the highly
anticipated companion mode is
still in the works with evidence
of a dedicated Android tablet (or
foldable)
linking
screen.
WhatsApp has made good on a
number of promises in recent
years, but in terms of features
and functions, it still lags far
behind many of popular thirdparty cross-platform messaging
applications. With limits on the
multi-device feature added in
late-2021, it seems that we might
see some improvements to the

function.
Code-digger
WABetaInfo originally spotted
work on a dedicated “companion mode” that will let you pair
to another device alongside the
multi-device limitations. After
devling into WhatsApp Beta
v2.22.21.6, it seems that this will
effectively work in a similar
manner to the WhatsApp Web
functionality that has been
around for a few years at this
stage.
Companion mode would allow
linking
of
your
phone’s
WhatsApp account to another
device such as a phone or an
Android tablet. This would be
the first time that there is official
support for Android tablets in
WhatsApp. At the moment, you
can link your WhatsApp account

on up to four devices. That
includes one smartphone, laptop, computer, or Facebook
Portal. Unlike WhatsApp Web,
you do not need to be connected
to your phone once linked to
send and receive messages.
Linking your WhatsApp account
to your Android tablet works by
scanning a QR code to pair with
your device. The process is not
yet live, but it’ll be found by
heading to Settings > Linked
Devices when it does officially
release.
It’s not clear if this function
will be available for iPad, but as
WABetaInfo notes, this does
mean that you’ll be able to pair
your iPhone with an Android
tablet to send and receive
WhatsApp messages.

How The Montreal Protocol
Helped Save The Climate
How the Montreal Protocol
The treaty is universal with
197 member countries. It is
legally binding with penalties
for countries that flout its
provisions.
The Montreal Protocol didn’t just preserve the ozone
layer, it helped save Earth
from a climate change time
bomb. The landmark ozone
treaty was agreed 35 years
ago this month, at a time
when both climate and ozone
science was far less developed than it is today.
Montreal Protocol Yet every
nation signed on, accepting
binding commitments to
reduce the production, consumption and emissions of
chemicals responsible for
thinning the ozone layer that
guards the planet from the
sun’s most damaging radiation. The same set of chemicals happened also to be
immensely powerful greenhouse gases, and cutting them
bought the world valuable
time to deal with the climate
crisis. The Montreal Protocol
didn’t just preserve the ozone
layer, it helped save Earth

from a climate change time
bomb. The landmark ozone
treaty was agreed 35 years
ago this month, at a time
when both climate and ozone
science was far less developed than it is today.
Montreal Protocol Yet every
nation signed on, accepting
binding commitments to
reduce the production, consumption and emissions of
chemicals responsible for
thinning the ozone layer that

guards the planet from the
sun’s most damaging radiation.
If we let the keep growing,
we would have had the
impacts of climate change
that we’re feeling now … a
decade ago,” said David
Doniger, a lawyer with the
Natural Resources Defense
Council who has worked on
the issue since the 1980s.
“And things would be that
much worse.
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TikTok Users
Will Now Be
Able To
Downvote
Comments

TikTok is rolling out a feature that allows users to downvote comments, the company
announced today.TikTok says
downvoting comments is “a
new way to hear feedback
directly from [its] community”
and will allow the platform to
better identify comments that
are “irrelevant or inappropriate. TikTok users will now be
able to downvote comments, ”
In addition to downvoting
comments, users will still have
the option to report comments
for violating TikTok rules.
Other platforms like Reddit
have long had the option to
downvote content, but it’s a
public way for community
members to signal disagreement and gauge response.
TikTok is rolling out a feature that allows users to downvote comments, the company
announced today., The button
will appear next to likes on
individual comments under
videos in the form of a thumbs-

down icon that users can click.
The feature, first announced as
a test back in April, will now
be available to users globally,
according to TikTok. Users can
undo their downvote by clicking the button again, and only
the person doing the downvoting will be able to see that
they’ve done so. Unlike the
amount of likes a comment
receives, the number of downvotes isn’t visible publicly, suggesting downvotes will serve
more as a back-end moderation tool, though TikTok isn’t
clear about how it will use
downvotes.
TikTok says downvoting
comments is “a new way to
hear feedback directly from
[its] community” and will
allow the platform to better
identify comments that are
“irrelevant or inappropriate.
TikTok users will now be able
to downvote comments, ” In
addition to downvoting comments, users will still have the
option to report comments for
violating TikTok rules. Other
platforms like Reddit have
long had the option to downvote content, but it’s a public
way for community members
to signal disagreement and
gauge response. More recently,
Twitter has experimented with
something similar to TikTok’s
new feature as a way for the
platform to measure what
users find relevant and then
adjust which replies are
surfaced.

Google Releases A Nice ‘Arts &
Culture’ Watch Face For Fitbit
Ahead of Google Maps and
Wallet, a ‘Arts & Culture” watch
face is now available on the
Fitbit Sense 2 and Versa 4, which
started arriving for the first customers.
Ahead of Google Maps and
Wallet, a “Google Arts & Culture”
watch face is now available on
the Fitbit Sense 2 and Versa 4,
which started arriving for the
first customers today. This
“Google Arts & Culture Clock”
updates with a new piece of art
from the digitized collection
every day. Meanwhile, tapping
the top third of the face shows
art details like title, creator, and
museum, with the ability to
“send the link to your phone to
view the full resolution image.”
The old Arts & Culture logo — a
new one is coming — appears at
the top of the screen .This
release follows Google Assistant
for the original Sense and Versa 3
and a Fitbit integration on the
Nest Hub. The Sense 2 and Versa
4 will eventually get Google
Maps and Wallet, but Assistant
has not been announced. This
Google Arts & Culture watch
face is a rather nice addition for

Fitbit watches and will hopefully
come to Wear OS in the
futureThe (digital) time appears
toward the bottom, and you get
one stat slot underneath it that
can cycle through the date, step
count, heart rate, active zone
minutes, and floors.
Meanwhile, tapping the top
third of the face shows art
details like title, creator, and

museum, with the ability to
“send the link to your phone to
view the full resolution image.”
The old Arts & Culture logo — a
new one is coming — appears at
the top of the screen .This
release follows Google Assistant
for the original Sense and Versa 3
and a Fitbit integration on the
Nest Hub. The Sense 2 and Versa
4 will eventually get Google

Maps and Wallet, but Assistant
has not been announced.
This Google Arts & Culture
watch face is a rather nice addition for Fitbit watches and will
hopefully come to Wear OS in
the future.
Those with a Sense 2 or Versa 4
can download it by visiting the
Fitbit mobile app and going to
the Gallery.
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No One Is Quite Sure
Which Species This
Creepy ‘Nightmare’
Shark Belongs To

A bizarre deep-sea Nightmare’
Shark with bulging eyes and an
unnerving, human-like smile was
recently dragged up from the
depths off the coast of Australia.
Shark experts are uncertain
exactly which species the
creepy-looking creature might
belong to, adding to the mystery
surrounding the unusual specimen. A deep-sea angler, who
goes by the online name
Trapman Bermagui, reeled in the
mysterious shark from a depth of
around 2,130 feet (650 meters)
off the coast of New South Wales
in Australia.
The fisher later shared a snap
of the deep-sea specimen on
Sept. 12 on Facebook. The image
shows off the dead shark’s rough
sandpaper-like skin, large pointed snout, large bulging eyes, and
exposed pearly whites. The
shark’s unusual features quickly
caught the attention of other
Facebook users, who were
either amazed or terrified by the
creature.
One commenter wrote that the
specimen was “the stuff of nightmares,Nightmare’ Shark , ” while
another wrote that the creature’s
“evil smile” gave them “major
creeps”.
Other people joked about the
animal’s appearance, speculating
that the shark was wearing “false
teeth” or that it was smiling after

finally having its braces
removed. Commenters also
speculated about which species
the shark belonged to. The most
common guess was that the
specimen was a cookiecutter
shark (Isistius brasiliensis),
which is named for the distinctive bite marks it leaves on larger
animals. Other guesses included
a goblin shark (Mitsukurina
owstoni) or a species of lantern
shark
(Etmopteridae).
Nightmare’ Shark , However,
Trapman Bermagui disagreed
with the online commenters.
“Totally not a cookiecutter,” the
fisher told Newsweek. “It’s a
rough skin shark, also known as
a species of endeavor dogfish.”
Endeavor
dogfish
(Centrophorus moluccensis) are
a type of gulper shark, a group of
deep-sea sharks found throughout the world, according to the
Shark Research Institute. But
some shark experts were unconvinced by the fisher’s identification. “Looks to me like a deepwater kitefin shark (Dalatias licha),
which are known in the waters
off Australia,” Christopher Lowe,
director of the Shark Lab at
California State University, Long
Beach,
told
Newsweek.
Although, it is hard to tell for
sure without being able to see
the entire specimen, he
added...Read More

Octopuses Have
Favorite Arms
They Use To Grab
Different Prey

Keeping two arms and two
legs coordinated isn’t always
easy. Not only do octopuses
have double the number of limbs
to manage, their arms behave as
if they have a mind of their own.
New research suggests the
task of motor control might be
simplified by sticking to a preferred arm to catch prey. Using
California two-spot octopuses
(Octopus
bimaculoides),
researchers tested the invertebrates’ response to crabs and
shrimp dropped into their tanks.
Octopuses Arms , The octopuses
were hidden inside dens, with
one eye peering out. Hundreds
of video clips revealed how the
octopuses consistently used the
second arm from the middle, on
the side where their watchful
eye was, to trap their prey. When
necessary, the neighboring arms
were also employed. “Although
the eight arms share gross
anatomy and are considered
equipotential, such arm use for
specific actions could reflect
subtle evolutionary adaptations,”. Crabs and shrimp move
differently, and at different
speeds, causing octopuses to
use vary their attack methods
for each. A pouncing, cat-like
movement led by the second
arm was used for crabs for
example, which scuttle much
slower than flitting shrimps. For
the quicker and more evasive
shrimps, the octopuses led more
slowly with the second arm, possibly
incorporating
subtle
motions that help camouflage
the arm’s movements.

“The octopus is renowned for
mimicry during foraging, and we
speculate that it sways its arms
near the shrimp to habituate the
shrimp’s antenna and uropod
sensory hairs, thereby reducing
its likelihood of a tail-flick
escape,” the researchers write.
Once contact was made, the
neighboring arms (numbered
one and three) were then used
to secure the helpless prey. The
consistency of the second arm
attack was somewhat surprising, given octopuses often look
anything but coordinated, but
the researchers say it’s likely to
do with their field of vision (as
has been suggested by earlier
studies). “As each eye of the
octopus covers about 180
degrees with virtually zero intersection and displays limited eye
movement and no head movement, it is likely that octopuses
prefer to place the target in the
middle rather than at the border
of their visual field,” write the
researchers. Seconds count
when it comes to catching food
out in the wild of course, and it
seems as though by simplifying
the capture process and using
multiple arms, Octopuses Arms ,
the octopuses can maximize
their chances of getting some
food. The next step for biologists would be to analyze how
neuron activity is linked to such
precise motor movements.
The scientists don’t think the
octopus central nervous system
is necessarily involved in
recruiting additional arms to
capture prey...Read More

